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HELLO!

I'M
CAESAR J QUICK
_______________

I am super excited and can’t tell you how glad I am you made it here. I'm a marriage &
relationship coach who believes in, and specializes in using biblical and practical
principles to help couples restore, strengthen and enhance their marriages and
relationships.
Needless to say, I have a passion to help couples get married and stay
married:). If you’re here, you know that can be one of the biggest
challenges at times, however, marriage is one of the most beautiful and
rewarding things GOD could have blessed us with.

The problem is, while marriage is ,and should be your most important
relationship next to GOD along with it being one of the most important
decisions you will make, there is a lack of education and properly preparing
couples for the many diverse challenges they will both face, internally and
externally. That’s why I have put together this blueprint and guide to help
you identify these areas along with some actionable steps you can take to
both prepare for natural marital challenges and to prevent unnecessary
ones. All I need you to do is commit to taking imperfect action. You with
me?

LET'S GET STARTED!

MY STORY!
About 10 years ago , I was previously
married to the woman ,and mother of my
only child, whom I thought would be my
forever and the love of my life , we got
married at the very young age of 23. I
always knew in my heart I was a husband
and wanted a family, My Christian faith
was a major motivation for me settling
down so early in life, that and I knew that
I did not just want to be out there being
a playboy type or having casual
relationships. Unfortunately our marriage
of 10 years was dissolved ,due to some
extremely severe circumstances, and
needless to say it was one of the most
devastating and painful blows to me
personally, emotionally and spiritually
because of my deep beliefs in the
covenant of marriage. Fast forward to
today with the woman of my dreams

In all of that, there were some huge
lessons that I learned, when it comes to
being a husband, and for those reasons,
GOD showed me many other couples
who were experiencing hardships,
divorce, and other challenges in their
marriages, who also believe in the
sacredness of marriage.

With 10+ years of marriage experience
and coaching others, I have decided to
put together resources that will help you
along your with your marriage, and if your
single or divorced with your path to
marriage/remarriage.

Caesar J.Quick IV
Marriage&Pre-Marital Coaching Specialist
Christian Marriage University

We all have a story, and I believe
our stories are instrumental,
especially with helping us serve
others. Here is my story and how I
got started on my path to
becoming a marriage coach.

INTRODUCTION
ntroduction:

I

Hey, so were going to dive right in,
as I give you a brief outline. Below
are the top 12 most challenging
areas of marriage, mainly
because depending on one's
background they may, or may not,

ABOUT THIS BLUEPRINT: I AM GOING TO
DISCUSS THE TOP 12 CHALLENGED
AREAS OF MARRIAGE THAT COUPLES
FACE TODAY, SOME MISCONCEPTIONS
AND SOME ACTIONABLE STEPS YOU
CAN TAKE TO MOVE FORWARD AND
OVERCOME THESE CHALLENGES. YOU
CAN GO OVER THESE WITH YOUR
SPOUSE, FIANCEE OR THE PERSON
YOUR IN A RELATIONSHIP WITH

___________________________.

have been shown, how to
navigate, in each of them.

We will discuss what they are in
this blueprint and, you can use it
as a guide with actionable steps
you can apply to your marriage.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Love
Respect
Communication
Handling conflict
Marriage boundaries
Loyalty & Faithfulness
Sexual Intimacy
Financial problems/Money
Appreciation&Gratitude
Lack of Equality
Physical&Verbal
Abuse/Domestic violence
12. Getting Marriage Coaching
and or Counseling
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LOVE
____________________________
_________________________
WHAT TRUE LOVE REALLY MEANS

UNDERSTANDING WHAT TRUE LOVE MEANS
____________________________
_________________________

Love: -Understanding what true Love
means: - many couples get married or
considering getting married, not really
understanding the depth of what true
love means, some mistake love for just

Love

infatuation or even lust.

These ideas or mentalities of love
usually come from what they saw
growing up and the examples parents
may have set for them. Now it’s not to
say that they were not loved properly
but it could mean not knowing the full
understanding of what love is or
means.

Actionable step: - Understand that
Love is a decision not just a feeling or
emotion, when you commit to loving
with your spouse, future spouse or
mate, realize that means embarking
on a journey of trials, challenges, ups,
and downs where your love for one
another will be tried and tested. Make
it a point to love your spouse or mate
unconditionally.
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RESPECT
Respect: usually means different
things for different people,
depending on what a person’s
personal boundaries maybe. So
another words your spouse or
mate could be offended by
certain things that they would
then deem as disrespectful.

It's important also for couples to
have a mutual respect for each
other and be aware of what
things may or may not violate
them

Actionable Steps:

Always be

aware of each other’s feelings,
how you talk, to one another,
facial gestures, etc. Make it a
point to always have mutual
respect for one another by how
you treat one another.
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_________________________
WHAT IT MEANS TO ONE ANOTHER
_________________________

Communication
Communication: or lack of it is
said to be 70% of all
marriage/relationship problems.
This makes perfect sense,
because how can you be a good
spouse or mate if you can’t tell or
be able to discuss your needs,
wants, problems and challenges
you face, to the most important
person in your life !

Break down in communication is
separated into two areas noncommunication and
miscommunication

Actionable Steps:

Make having

those small daily conversations a
daily habit !. Keep in mind its
super important to create an
environment for your spouse or
mate to feel comfortable about
discussing the issues without
prejudging them
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_________________________
Dealing with no communication &
miscommunication
_________________________

HANDLING
CONFLICT

Handling Conflict
Many husbands and wives can
often view conflict, disagreements
and arguments as it being the end
of the world for their marriage. The
problem is not the conflict but how

___________________________

the conflict is being handled

A RIGHT WAY AND A WRONG WAY
___________________________

Actionable Steps:

Try to view your

disagreements as opportunities to
learn your spouse or mate. If the
argument is about a need or lack,
be honest, try to see where you fall
short and make the changes. If its
a just a baseless argument that
does not require a fix, Don’t let
pride, ego and being right, be the
reasons you and your spouse go on
the outs. Pick and chose battles.

MARRIAGE BOUNDARIES :
Many new couples go into marriage
subconsciously still with a lot of the
single mindset, habits, and things they
were previously accustomed to. The
problem is ,these will certainly not work
in marriage and will cause problems
between you and your spouse.

MARRIAGE
BOUNDARIES

This could mean you both having
opposite-sex friends that you may still
speak to, or you were previously used
to just up and going with no
accountability. Your spouse could be
in total disagreement with how you
move and it will cause problems !.

___________________________
WHY PARAMETERS ARE NEEDED
___________________________

Actionable Steps: - Understand that
marriage brings with it, a whole new
level of responsibility and
accountability to you, and your
spouse. You both need to set
parameters and healthy boundaries so
both of you can be in harmony when it
comes to the expectations you both
have for each other. Don’t look at it as
some type of control or encroachment
of your freedom. It’s about common
courtesy and respect!.
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LOYALTY&
FAITHFULNESS
LOYALTY & FAITHFULNESS:
This one should go without saying but
unfortunately in today’s world,
adultery, infidelity, and promiscuity

___________________________

are all rampant in our society. I can’t

began to express how much damage

INSERT HEADING
basis
between couples. While they
HERE
are___________________________
many reasons why unfaithfulness
and trauma they cause on a daily

___________________________
WHY & WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW
___________________________

occurs, there is never a reason why
it’s justified. Understand that
cheating on your spouse or mate will
never solve your marital or
relationship problems ,but absolutely
make them worse if not causing your
marriage or relationship to end

Actionable steps:

Be faithful and

loyal to your spouse or mate,
communicate, communicate and
communicate what your lack or needs
are to them. For the spouse or mate
on the receiving end, you need to
listen to your spouses’ needs and
lacks and take them very seriously. It’s
also very disheartening and
frustrating for your spouse when they
are issues that go unaddressed. Show
that you care about responding and
correcting the issues. If they can’t be
corrected immediately, at least show
interest and make progress. !
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“Loyalty is Love”

SEXUAL INTIMACY or should I say lack of

SEXUAL
INTIMACY

it is definitely in the top 3 reasons for
divorce. Many couples, especially wives,
may use sex as a tool of manipulation,
meaning if they don’t get their way with
something or they have other unresolved
issues, it tends to get taken out in the
bedroom. Withdrawal, or sex deprivation
will not make your spouse get in line or
solve the bigger issues you have.

I can guarantee it will make them worse,
and you go from having just your original

___________________________

problems to having original problems

WHY YOU SHOULD NOT DEPRIVE EACH OTHER
___

always exceptions such as in cases of

________________________

along with no sex! Now, of course, it’s

physical abuse and or adultery a disability
or medical condition.

Actionable steps:

Even if you have

unresolved issues, don’t deprive your
spouse of sex remember that it’s going to
be times they don’t feel like it and you do
and vice versa. Husbands for wives, it
super important to foster the emotional
connection with her, even though she may
give you sex, will it necessarily be the best
experience if she is not into it mentally or
emotionally.

Wives remember that your

sex for your husband is probably his top
need, foster a constant physical
connection with him and that will allow
you to connect with him emotionally.
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___________________________

FINANCIAL
ISSUES

___________________________

HOW TO STOP THEM FROM DESTROYING YOUR
MARRIAGE

INSERT HEADING
___________________________
HERE
FINANCIAL ISSUES: Problems with money
_______________________________________
and___________________________
finances are also in the top 3 reasons
for divorce. When couples have no

How to prevent them from destroying your

agreement on how debts will be paid and

marriage

spending habits, this is often another
recipe for disaster. Hiding money, secret
bank accounts, mismanaging money and
spending it on things that are less of a
priority, making big financial decisions
without consulting your spouse, all of
these are actually very selfish and will
create distrust and more separation in
your union. Especially when these
decisions affect your household and
cause financial distress !

Actionable steps:

Usually one spouse

may be better with managing or
budgeting the expenses. Find out if the
husband or wife has a stronger gift in this
area, and let the one that's is better here
manage the finances. This does not mean
the other spouse can’t do it, or does not
have a say. You both must still agree on
how things will be laid out. There needs to
be complete transparency with how debts
will be paid, discretionary income will be
used and both of you should aim towards
a plan to become debt-free so that
financial problems will not be another
ongoing stress to the marriage.
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_________________________________

APPRECIATION&
GRATITUDE
Appreciation and Gratitude:

___________________________

are probably two of the most

overlooked attributes in marriage,

INSERT HEADING
HERE
marriages can break down over
___________________________
time. When couples usually first
and the lack of them can be why

meet, in dating stages, etc they
tend to be the sweetest, most
caring, appreciative, grateful and
affectionate. The problem is when
couples get married they tend to
subconsciously stop doing the
things they did at first, and go into
a Cruze/ comfort zone

Actionable steps:

You have to

intentionally make it a point to
praise, encourage and uplift your
spouse on a daily basis. Don’t
become complacent. Remember
the small things are really big
things because overtime the
consistency of positive
reinforcement will encourage your
spouse to enjoy doing the things
they do for you!. That, in turn, will
cause reciprocation and you will
be encouraged to do more for
them.
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___________________________
WHY THESE ARE SO IMPORTANT
___________________________

LACK OF
EQUALITY
LACK OF EQUALITY: This happens
when one spouse feels overwhelmed
with either all of the responsibilities,
or they lack help in one more area,

___________________________

or they may feel like they are giving

FEELING OVERWHELMED OR IMBALANCED

______________________________________________________

their all, and getting no getting
reciprocation in return. Some

INSERT HEADING
HERE
single as result of this.
___________________________
spouses can even feel like they’re

Actionable steps -

I always say

you have to have those small
conversations on a daily basis.
Meaning regular communication.
Your spouse needs to know where
they may be falling short or where
you may need more help. Husbands
while your wife is a helpmate. It
does not mean you let your help get
overwhelmed. Ask her each day
what task she needs you to take on,
or where she may need a break.
Likewise, wives, try to accommodate
your husband’s needs as best as
possible. When he gets home from
work, try not to unload the to-do list
right away. Instead shower him with
love first and a tasty meal.

If there

is a lack in any area let your spouse
know and be ready to step it up.
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ABUSE&DOMESTIC VIOLENCE

in any

form is absolutely unacceptable , there
is not really a gray area with this. You
can cause harm to your spouse whether
it be physically or verbally that can have

ABUSE&
DOMESTIC
VIOLENCE

___________________________

STAYING SAFE&GETTING PROFESSIONAL HELP

___________________________

a traumatizing effect. Domestic
violence can cause your spouse to seek
separation and more than likely divorce
due to the fact that they are now afraid
to be around you and have lost a huge
amount of trust. There is never a
justifiable reason, and I can assure you
putting your hands on them or speaking
to them in a way that belittles them, will
never solve any marital problems, but
have the opposite effect. Verbal abuse
over time can totally kill your marriage
and your spouses motivation to want to
be in that marriage !.

Actionable Steps: If you have anger, a
quick temper or perhaps you grew up
seeing your father or mother be abusive,
it would be wise to seek professional
help, sometimes abuse problems can be
the result of a drug or alcohol problem
which tend to go hand in hand. If that is
you or your spouse, please seek out

treatment for them or yourself. If you feel
threatened or your spouse has any type
of history of putting their hands on you,
please do not let it continue to happen
,and you should seek assistance from a
domestic violence resource such as
hotline #, family member or close friend
you can trust .
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MARRIAGECOACHING&COUNSELING
___________________________

HEADING
I canINSERT
say this without
the shadow of a
HERE
doubt , not just because, I am a
___________________________
marriage
coach, but because I have
gone through marriage counseling and
coaching process. It makes all the
difference in the world and the couples

MARRIAGE
COACHING&
COUNSELING

who don’t get it , don’t realize all the
things they may or may not know, they

___________________________

are doing or not doing ,that’s either

WHY IT SHOULD BE A MUST FOR EVERY
COUPLE

going to push their marriage forward
while they grow closer, or push them
backwards as they grow apart. . The
main problem why couples lose their
marriage and it ends up in the divorce
courts. Two words .. Selfishness and
pride!

Actionable Steps:

Its pretty obvious at

this point what i will say :) Listen we go
to school for years, getting certified and
trained for our skillset and careers, but
the saddest thing is no one is preparing
us for the most important decision and
skill we will need and that is becoming a
good husband or wive and learning how
to live in marriage !.
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___________________________

NEED HELP WITH YOUR
MARRAGE OR RELATIONSHIP ?

Hey my name is Caesar, If you enjoyed our guide and you’re looking for more help
or guidance with your marriage or relationship, we have two options that can serve
you!.You can email me directly at caesar@christianmarriageuniversity.com or go to
my website www.christianmarriageuniversity.com. For a hands on approach, book a
complimentary 45-minute marriage makeover or if not married, a relationship
rescue strategy session . I specialize in marriage coaching for married couples and
premarital coaching for those who are in committed relationships considering
marriage.

A second option would be to purchase our Master your marriage self study online
course, in which we will navigate you through the 12 areas we mentioned above
here in the guide except , on a much deeper level, and in a much more extensive
way! . For details on that option/program, simply let us know in your email that your
interested in the course

Marriage & Premarital Coach

Caesar J.Quick IV
CONNECT WITH US ON SOCIAL MEDIA, BLOG, EMAIL&PODCAST
Christianmarriagecoach

Having Healthy Marriages Marriage Coaching
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